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PRESSE-
MITTEILUNG

New Hanse 590 – the Largest for 
Performance and Maximum Comfort 
 
Greifswald: This summer, Hanse will launch the fifth model in the successful current series in just 

three years: the new Hanse 590, now the largest model, rounds off the Hanse range at the top end.  

 

In the Hanse 590, too, the groundbreaking design from the collaboration with Berret-Racoupeau 
ensures excellent sailing characteristics with an enormous volume of the yacht - and thus a high 
level of comfort in this class. From the diverse design options below deck to the extremely spacious 
owner's cabin and the well thought-out cockpit with plenty of space and freedom of movement. From 
the optional hardtop, the largest in her class, which provides shade and protection when required, to 
the sun lounge on the foredeck and the large dinghy garage with the Smart Tender System behind 
the huge bathing platform. The Hanse 590 offers every amenity that is possible in this class. 
 
Like all Hanse yachts, the Hanse 590 stands for fast cruising and easy sailing. This makes the yacht 

safe, comfortable and fully suitable for single-handed sailing - not least in conjunction with the bow 

and stern thrusters, which also make docking or manoeuvring in narrow harbours child's play.  

 

The typical Hanse chines, the elegant silhouette and the reverse bow give the Hanse 590 her 

striking appearance. At the same time, the sophisticated hull design contributes to her stability and 

performance. Her bowsprit allows her to be optimally sailed at all times, thus ensuring the yacht's 

optimum performance on the water. 

 

Even before she celebrates her world premiere at the Cannes Yachting Festival in September, the 
new Hanse 590 will be officially presented in summer 2024. 
 
 
First pictures of the Hanse 590 to download: 
https://www.hanseyachtsag.com/mis/website/document/hanse-590-press-release-attachments-
2024-hanse-590_7017524391768606083.zip 
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